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Inside Story: 2019 Summer Associates at

Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP express their enthusiasm for the firm.
The Summer Associates Survey
Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP
Q43. How would you describe this firm to other
law school students?

2019 Summer Associates’ Comments

n A collegial firm with genuine and helpful associates and partners.
n A fast-paced firm with a comparatively focused practice and where there is support but not micro-management.
n A great place to work. Everyone is very friendly and involved in the summer program.
n A social and down-to-earth but hardworking culture.
n An underrated option.
n Great people! Really the best people and willing to give you solid experiences.
n Hard working; laid back; kind, intelligent people.
n I was surprised by the strength and market share of Cahill’s capital markets and banking & finance practices, which
provide consistent deal flow and great training for associates. At Cahill, high profits per partner translates into special
bonuses and above-market compensation for associates, the overwhelming majority of partners are homegrown, and
established client relationships with investment banks mean better exit opportunities. I love being a corporate generalist and the free market assignment system, which allows me to work on different corporate matters with people I enjoy
working with.
n I would describe it as a fantastic place to work. Cahill has ample resources and support to help junior associates. All
the attorneys and partners are very friendly and willing to provide guidance. While the culture is somewhat laid back,
all the attorneys are hardworking and serious about the work.
n I would describe this firm as a place that attracts those who are serious about their work, but don’t take themselves
too seriously. Most of the people I have met here are the perfect combination of intelligent and personable.
n I would say that the people are great. The culture is very collaborative so everyone is very willing to help if you need
it. The work is great and consistent.
n Laid back culture but people work very hard. Partners won’t micromanage you; all that matters is that you get your
work done.
n Major player in corporate transactions in New York. Incredible location.
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n Small firm that acts like a “real” partnership among the partners which attracts hard working and nice individuals.
n The best possible firm for leveraged finance with a laid-back culture that allows for associates to choose which work
they want and which work they do not want.
n The work environment and the attorneys you work with are easy to get along with. If you know you want to work
in leveraged finance, this is the only firm you should be considering.
n This firm is very respectful and is a leader in finance transactional work. It provides summer associates with the opportunity to work on meaningful assignments while still maintaining a balance of good social events. There is also the
opportunity to gain meaningful mentors.
n This is a conservatively-managed firm with many very intelligent and skilled partners, hardworking associates, and
general respect for individual autonomy.
n Work hard, play hard.
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